INTRODUCTION
The establishment of a physical gene map of the buffalo genome is an important step towards identifying and cloning loci controlling physiological and quantitative traits. There is a high level of syntenic and chromosomal conservation among members of the family Bovidae [38] . Therefore, inferences can be made concerning the expected location of markers in one species from information available in another species. Several genes previously assigned to cattle syntenic groups and/or chromosomes have been assigned to buffalo chromosomes [6, 7, 10, 11, 18, 19, 23, 24, 28] .
The aim of the present work was to investigate the syntenic relationship of ten markers in buffalo, and to map them to buffalo chromosomes on the basis of the comparative banding homoeology between buffalo and cattle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ten PCR primers designed to amplify bovine specific sequences were used.
The PCR primers represented four coding genes: coagulation factor X (F10), follicle stimulating hormone (FSHB), beta hemoglobin (HBB), and prochymosin pseudogene (CYM), in addition to six DNA markers, namely: TGLA9, TGLA227, UWCA5, CSSM6, CSSM47 and RF131.
Forty-seven somatic hybrid cell lines were developed as described previously [6] from fusion between buffalo lymphocytes and the Chinese hamster cell line wg3h [9] .
Genomic DNA was extracted from buffalo lymphocytes, the parental hamster cell line and the 47 hybrid somatic cell clones, according to established protocols [4] .
The PCR was performed using Taq [5] .
The six loci investigated, representing three syntenic groups in buffalo, have also been found to be syntenic in cattle. F10 [8] and TGLA9 [2] have been assigned in cattle to syntenic group U27, which has been assigned to cattle chromosome BTA 12 [29] . FSHB and HBB have been mapped to cattle syntenic group U19 [1] and FSHB has been localized on chromosome BTA 15q24-qter [20] . Fries et al. [14] have assigned TGLA227 and UWCA5 to cattle syntenic group U9 and to cattle chromosome BTA 18. TGLA227 and UWCA5 have also been found to be genetically linked [2] .
The other markers investigated (CYM, CSSM6, CSSM47 and RF131) have been found to segregate independently from each other and from the three syntenic groups. In cattle, these markers are assigned to different syntenic groups and consequently to different chromosomes. CYM has been assigned to bovine syntenic group U6 and to chromosome BTA 3 [16] . CSSM6 and CSSM47 have been assigned to U12 and U18, respectively [30] . Syntenic group U12 has been mapped to BTA 22 [35] while U18 has been mapped to both BTA 8 [24, 33] and BBU3q [33] . RF131 has been mapped to cattle syntenic group U4 [36] , which has been located on BTA21 [13, 17] .
The present study confirms syntenic conservation between cattle and buffalo as previously demonstrated [6, 7, 11, 32] . Chromosomal conservation between cattle and buffalo has also been demonstrated, based on the banding homoeology between cattle and river buffalo chromosomes [22] . Genes assigned to specific cattle chromosomes have been assigned to homoeologous buffalo chromosomes [6, 7, 10, 11, 18, 19, 
